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WHY
ARE YOU HERE?



www.menti.com
Code: 17 30 27 81 





I have to plan and implement a 
new course on the topic of 

"Scaffolding” for digital 
teaching. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/post
s/galalon22_prompt-
engineering-key-components-
activity-
7074106943623114752-MJKs/
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Prompt Example

You are a university lecturer.

You shall create an online course on the practical application of Gilly 
Salmon's "Scaffolding" model in higher education teaching. Your target 
group is young university lecturers who already have some experience in 
university teaching. 

The course will consist of seven modules. 

The model will be introduced in the first module. In each of the next five 
modules, one stage of the five-stage model will be presented and one 
practical application in university teaching will be demonstrated. In the 
last module, the challenges and possible solutions for the five-step model 
in practice will be demonstrated. 

The course should convey the content in an informative tone.

The sentences should be kept as simple as possible so that more 
complex ideas can also be easily understood. The generated texts should 
be long enough so that each module can be finished in ten minutes.





I need interactive learning and 
formative assessment 

elements for my course.
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www.h5p.org

H5P
Authoringsystem for producing interactive learning media



app.lumi.education

Lumi
Offline-Editor for producing interactive H5P Content



AI generated H5P Interactions with Chatbots
Example: Single Choice Quiz



AI generated H5P Interaction
Example: Single Choice Quiz



Create a multiple-choice quiz on the topic of “Scaffolding in digital higher education”.
Create 4 questions with 4 alternatives for each question. Only one question should be correct. 

Write the question in the first line of each multiple-choice block. The other four lines contain the 
alternative answers. Start the line with the correct answer with an asterisk and then write
the answer without a space between the asterisk and the answer. There should be a blank

line after the fourth answer. And then the next multiple-choice block. Do not add any 
labels, formatting or numbering to the entire text. Be sure to follow this format, as I will be 

inserting the output into the "H5P" tool in text mode, which expects this format.



AI generated H5P Interaction
Example: Summary



AI generated H5P Interaction
Example: Summary



Please create a summary for the topic "Scaffolding in digital higher education". Write it in the 
form of five statement blocks. In each statement block, one correct statement and three 

incorrect statements should be listed one after the other without a blank line in between, so that 
the reader is challenged to find the correct statements. Write the correct statement on the first 
line. Add three incorrect statements in the next three lines without a blank line. Begin a new line 

after each answer. Add a blank line after the third incorrect statement and then start the next 
block of statements. The statement blocks should not contain headings, but should start directly 
with the correct statement. Do not add any labels, formatting or numbering and do not output the 
answer as pre-formatted code. Be sure to follow this format as I will be inserting the output into 

the "H5P" tool in text input mode, which expects this format.



FURTHER EXAMPLES
https://h5p.org/GPT

AI generated H5P Interactions with Chatbots



I have only little time but I need 
a whole course for my students 

class.
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www.minicoursegenerator.com

Mini Course Generator
Automated course generation



www.coursebox.ai

Coursebox
Courses from your materials



Info on h5p.com

H5P Smart Import
Automated generation of H5P Interactions

Tutorial-Video on Youtube

Smart 
Import



H5P Smart Import as Co-Creator
Current Status

DECLARATIVE KNOWLEDGE (factual knowledge, know-what)

e.g. What types of bicycles are there?

PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE (action sequences, know-how)

e.g. how do you ride a bicycle?

FORMULAS, REACTION EQUATIONS ETC.
Are completely ignored

SETTING PRIORITIES / TECHNICAL RELEVANCE
Only the author knows



I need multimedia elements for 
my course.
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GENERATIVE AI
IT DEPENDS…



Music 
Creation



I need a voiceover & music for 
my Online Course.
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elevenlabs.io

Elevenlabs
Professional Text to Speech Generator / Voice Cloning / Dubbing



suno.com

Suno
AI Music-Generator



I need a Talking Head Video for 
my Online Course.
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heygen.com

Heygen
AI Video Avatar Generator



heygen.com

Heygen
AI Photo Avatar Generator

Hello, I am Mona Lisa, known for my 
mysterious smile. Painted by Leonardo 
da Vinci in the early 16th century, I 
reside in the Louvre Museum. My 
enigmatic expression has captivated 
viewers for centuries. Welcome to my 
world of intrigue and art!



I need a complete Explainer 
Video for my Online Course.
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ai.invideo.io

Invideo
AI Text to Video Generator (with footage)



Create an explainer film on the practical application of Gilly Salmon's "Scaffolding" model in higher education 
teaching. Your target group is young university lecturers who already have some experience in university 
teaching. The film shall last three minutes

First, the model shall be introduced. Then, every stage of the five-stage model shall be presented. After that, the 
challenges and possible solutions in practical teaching for the five-step model shall be demonstrated. The film 
should convey the content in an informative tone. The sentences should be kept as simple as possible so that 
more complex ideas can also be easily understood.

Result

Prompt
For Invideo



Lumalabs.ai

Lumalabs Dream Machine
AI Text to Video Generator (from scratch)



A group of 6 students is discussing in a classroom. They are sitting 
around a big round table in the foreground of the frame. In the 
background, a lecturer is supervising the discussion. He is not talking to 
the students. The classroom is a modern style room with big windows 
and a interactive whiteboard on the wall.

Result 1 Result 2

Prompt
For Lunalabs Dream Machine



MEDIA OPTIMIZATION
A HUGE TIMESAVER





podcast.adobe.com/

Audio Enhancement
Adobe Podcast - Online Service for enhancing audio



adobe.com

Optimizing Video Edits
Audio-Enhancement, Transcription, Text based editing, Captions, Music-Remix, etc. 



heygen.com

Voice Dubbing
Automatic translation combined with voice cloning

Original Film (en)

Dubbed Film (ger)

Dubbed Film (por)





Markus Tischner
markus.tischner@ili.fau.de

Sonia Hetzner
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